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HOW TO USE TITLES TO DRIVE ATTENDEE REGISTRATION 
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Relevancy = Engagement 
We all know that the more relevant the message and offer the better we engage our audience 
which then will lead to increases in response rates.  In the case of trade shows and associations, 
the first response organizers are seeking is attendee registration.  For most organizers the 
current engagement technique is based on promoting the features, benefits and information about 
the show.  The engagement is forced-feed through frequency of communications, particularly 
email, direct mail and, at times, telemarketing.  Unfortunately, after only few of these emails and 
mailings, the individual tunes out and ignores the rest – a colossal waste of time and money for 
organizers.   They tune out because the messages are not only similar, but are not relevant to 
them. So what’s the option? 
 
Use titles and function for micro-segmentation to increase relevancy. 
To drive relevancy it’s not very effective these days to use an individual’s name as everyone is 
aware of software programs that use can do this easily – no real engagement here.  So beyond 
their name, how do business people identify themselves? The following list of self-identification 
criteria is shown in descending order of how an individual views themselves in their work life. 

• Name – spelled correctly 
• Title – traditional and non-traditional 
• Function – what I do at work 
• Company – who I work for 
• Industry – the business world I’m in 

 
Test this out for yourself when meeting another business person for the first time; just ask them 
the classic question “so what do you do?”  I’ve done this at meetings and on the golf course over 
many years, and 9 out of 10 times the individual responds with – I’m a salesman, or I’m a 
manager of engineering or I run/own a company. Depending on their own self-image, the first 
response is likely based on their title and/or function.  If this is their self-identified persona, how 
can we use this data element in marketing campaigns for relevancy and drive registration? 
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First, the data process required. 
This approach at micro-segmentation to drive relevancy can be applied to both internal and 
external lists.  Since organizers use internal lists more frequently and they are “free”, these 
databases are recommended to undergo the following data enhancement process first to test out 
this communication strategy before applying it to outside lists, if that is even possible depending 
on list rental terms. 
 
Unfortunately, while an individual’s title does denote job level and function, historically it has 
not been a data element that has received much attention and standardization.  Whatever 
the individual wrote down on the registration form became the registration record. Therefore, 
many titles are abbreviated, truncated, non-traditional and even misspelled due to input error. 
That is why many shows totally disregard the actual title and group their attendees based upon 5 
to 7 standard job functional groups that are captured as self-reported information on the 
registration form. While this simplifies the data capture is severely reduces the segmentation 
options. 
 
For over 27 years, Direct Hit has been working with tradeshow registration data and attendee 
titles. We have compiled 396,327 titles for inclusion in the DHM Title/Function Master 
Database.  These titles have been standardized and assigned one of six title levels: 

1. Executive (Owner, Partner, Board Member) 
2. Senior Management (VP and Managing Director) 
3. Mid Management (Director and Manager) 
4. First Level Management (Supervisors and Team Leaders) 
5. Non-management (Technical Rep. Etc.) 
6. Other (not identified) 

 
In addition, from these 400,000 titles, where the specific title denotes functional area as well, we 
have coded the titles with functional responsibilities.  Here are examples of some of the assigned 
functional areas: 

Administration   IT/Programmer  R&D 
Analyst/Analytics   Law Enforcement  Religious 
Architecture     Legal    Sales     
Banking/Financial   Maintenance   Technician 
Communication    Management   Training 
Consultants    Marketing 
Customer Service   Media     
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Engineering    Meeting planners  Manufacturing 
Finance/accounting   Operations     
Human Resources   Purchasing 

 
For your specific industry other functional descriptions might be needed.  Examples of this are 
health care, higher education and government. 
   
The registration file is then matched against the DHM Master Title/Function Database to be 
enhanced and coded by title level and functional description.  As every title and functional 
description is not possible to be coded, about 15% on average of the registration file cannot be 
coded and classified, but 85% is not bad! 
 
In addition, the registration file(s) should also contain actual attendance.  As we all know, 
registration is the first step, but not all those who register attend.  Attendance history hopefully 
can include a 3-5 year span of actual attendance of the individual to identify first timers, 
repeats and loyalists.  Let’s assume that attendance data is available and we have enhanced the 
registration list with title level and functional description.  Now we’re ready to put this data into 
action. 
 
 
Determining what micro-segments to address: 
Before developing any marketing campaign, a quantification of the most important and/or largest 
micro-segments is advised since each one will require a customized message and/or offer to be 
as relevant as possible. The number of micro-segments and the count of how many individuals 
are in each segment are then used to prioritize the ones for special treatment. Two marketing 
approaches are recommended. 
 

• Construct micro-segments you would like to address, and run a count.  One example 
could be Senior Management who did not attended last year but did attend in years prior.  
The message could simply recognize that they skipped last year, and point out what they 
might have missed and highlight what they will experience this year if they attend.  Also 
if there is an event or seminar topic specific to senior management, position it as an offer. 
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• The other approach is to run a count of the largest micro-segments to address with 

customized messages and offers.  The results may surprise you plus also provide 
additional intelligence as to the composition of your attendance.  
 
 

Another marketing option for this micro-segmentation strategy  
Direct marketers know that the best results are obtained using a multi-media/multi-touch 
communication plan.  This is referred to as sequence and frequency of communications. The 
three primary direct marketing tactics are email, mail and telemarketing. So now here’s another 
chance to discriminate between micro-segments that will likely drive an increase in registration. 
 
Quite simply, develop a sequence and frequency plan that appropriately addresses each segment.  
As an example, if Senior Management is a key target to satisfy exhibitors, increase the touches to 
this segment while decreasing the touches to less important micro-segments.  This is of particular 
importance when using direct mail and telemarketing as those two media are more expensive 
than email.  These communication approaches will both drive increases in registration while at 
the same time optimize marketing spend. 
 
Summing up: 
Seven reasons you should use title and function to micro-segment are: 

1. The data is already available – no list purchase is needed 
2. Titles inputted by individual registrants are generally very accurate 
3. The title and function is highly relevant to the individual  
4. Micro-segmentation using title, function and past attendance is more relevant than show 

information and will break through the clutter at a higher rate 
5. This approach represents a new communication strategy  
6. It is not expensive to do (ask us about the fee to enhance your registration file) 
7. It can optimize marketing budgets when used to plan the sequence and frequency of 

direct marketing communications  
 
So what are you waiting for? 
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John M. Coe 
 

John has partnered with Direct Hit Marketing and is responsible for adding new trade show 
clients and thought leadership.  John is also Co-Founder and President of B2BMarketing, LLC 
His background includes experience in both sales and marketing.  On the sales side, John was a 
field salesman, national sales manager and executive in charge of both sales and marketing for 
three major B2B firms.  On the marketing side, he was president of a B2B direct marketing 
agency for 10 years, was National Campaign Manager at IBM, Sr.VP of B2B at Rapp Collins 
Worldwide and President of Protocol B2B.  John is also the author of The Fundamentals of 
Business-to-Business Sales & Marketing, published by McGraw-Hill. John’s next book co-
authored with Steve Juedes, President of DHM is titled Data-Driven Trade Show Marketing & 
Sales for Organizers and Exhibitors is due for publication in early 2018. He can be reached at 
johnc@directhitmarketing.com  or by phone at 602-402-6588. 
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